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It’s Easy to Improvise!
BY ARTHUR HOULE

G

reat composers we revere—like Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven, Chopin, and Brahms—were also great improvisers. Yet “traditional” pianism often neglects this
important skill. What if your child came home from school and
announced, “We’re learning how to read, but not how to write”?
Imagine the howls of protest!
Creating should have just as much importance as “re-creating.” I’m encouraged that more and more teachers are recognizing
this. But the question I’m often asked is, “I was never taught
this way, so how do I teach my students to improvise?” My
answer: “It’s easier than you think, and you don’t have to be
Mozart or Brubeck!”

One-line Melodies
Beginning students love to create their own three-note melodies
using a single-line “staff,” with notes written below, on, and
above the line. Have them randomly write notes and assign a letter (A through G) to the line.
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The Enchanting Whole-Tone Scale
Here’s a fun assignment, particularly for those who lack the confidence to improvise or use the pedal.
Use the notes of the whole-tone scale:

R.H. 2
Students may play in high or low registers. They can also
decide which hand should play each melody, and what the
starting finger and title of each tune will be. For variety, identify the line note as a different letter each time. Note values,
time signatures, and counting can come later, when students
are ready.
Students then progress to melodies on a two-line staff
(using five notes), and perhaps three-lines. (By this point students may be ready for full-staff reading, however.)
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Pre-staff notation method pieces can always be supplemented with, “Let’s create our own tunes the same way!” See, for
example, “The I Like Song,” Piano Adventures® Lesson Book,
Primer Level, p. 15.
Children can make up new words or new songs using the
black keys. Perhaps—
I like hugs,
I like rugs,
I like squishy looking bugs!
It’s fun, empowering, and teachers know that musical concepts (such as intervals, up/down, and fingerings) are truly
learned.
www.fjhmusic.com
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◆ Students may play any or all of these notes, individually

or together, fast or slow, high or low, loud or soft, with
or without pauses.
◆ Keep the damper pedal down, except to clear the sound
if a note not in the scale is played accidentally.
◆ Ask students to think of a title for their improvisation
(perhaps “Clouds,” “Astronauts,” “Dreaming,”
“Elephants,” “The Storm”). Better yet, choose a title
first, then ask students to evoke that image.
◆ Teachers may demonstrate first, or play along with students.
◆ Students may do this at home in a dark room—a great
way to set a mood and help develop a tactile sense at
the piano.
Next, try the same game using the other whole tone scale:
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With more advanced students, discuss the whole-tone scale
and its importance to impressionist composers, particularly
Debussy and Ravel.
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The Big Clue: Repeat Signs
Jazz or pop artists are rarely content to re-create the written
score or repeat previous performances. They want to establish
their own “signature” every time. In classical music we tend
to place the highest ideal on literal, accurate interpretations
of the score, as close to the composer’s intentions as possible.
But what if the composer intended us to embellish or improvise?
Teachers often say, “So, you’ve convinced me, but when and
how is it appropriate to do this? What about method-book
pieces?” As Marienne Uszler says, “Changing, or adding to, what
a composer has written is not something you do with every
piece.” She offers a terrific example of when (and why) it is
appropriate. (See “How to Add to the Tale,” The Piano
Adventures® Teacher, December 2003, pp. 10, 11.)
While improvisation is not advised for much of the classical
repertory (particularly in contemporary works), freedom is often
expected in Baroque and Classic era music, particularly in
dances. One rule of thumb: check for repeat signs, or at least
repeated musical material. Little wonder that jazzers often have
a special affinity for Baroque music. In both genres the repeat is
a signal to “take off” and improvise!

Start with Minuets
For starters, your best bets are easy minuets by Bach and his contemporaries (for example, those in the Anna Magdalena
Notebook), and those by composers such as Mozart, Haydn, and
Beethoven. On the repeats, challenge students to make at least
one change in each of these categories:
◆ Dynamics

Does your student play soft the first time? Then suggest a
louder dynamic for the repeat. Or vice versa. Or perhaps more
nuances such as crescendos, decrescendos, or accents.
◆ Articulations

Students will likely play legato the first time. This has been
the prevailing touch since Clementi. On the repeat, however,
explore playing detached—very staccato, somewhat staccato,
portato, or barely non-legato, depending on what seems right for
the character of the piece. Generally, the faster the minuet, the
crisper the staccato. Also try articulating two-note, three-note,
and four-note slurs here and there.
◆ Ornaments

Ornaments were favored at most cadences, whether or not
the composer indicated them. On repeats try using different
ornaments (for example, substitute a turn for a mordent).
Want a lesson from Bach himself on how to embellish?
Study his two versions (the first simple, the second ornamented)
of the Sarabande movements in his second and third English
Suites!
◆ Embellish Melodies

Add neighbor notes, passing tones, and chord fills to
melodies (same as in jazz, minus the blue notes!).
Begin with adding passing notes to melodic thirds:
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Note also the added “chord fill” in measure four.

Creating should have just as much
importance as “re-creating.”

Good Taste vs. Freedom
Always strive for a happy balance between good taste and freedom. Suffocating young students with excessive rules may stifle
their creativity when they’re most vulnerable. I suggest erring on
the side of freedom at the beginning. Later you can refer students
to various tables of ornaments, stricter guidelines, and historical
treatises (like C. P. E. Bach’s Essay on the True Art of Playing
Keyboard Instruments and Czerny’s A Systematic Introduction to
Improvisation on the Pianoforte, op. 200. The English translation
of the Czerny work is (sadly) out of print, but readily available
by interlibrary loan.

Be Sensible about “Purism”
Historical evidence enriches us with a fount of tasteful
guidelines. These should not, however, straightjacket us! Every
generation inevitably redefines “good taste” to some degree.
Western civilization will survive a Baroque trill occasionally
starting on the principal note. Apparently Baroque musicians
didn’t improvise two against three; does that mean we cannot
possibly do this tastefully?
Should we be offended by excellent concerto cadenzas written or improvised in the “wrong style” by editors, performers,
and later composers (Brahms, for example)? Mozart would have
been surprised to hear anyone slavishly adhering to his style
when improvising. He appreciated good taste, so it’s certainly
terrific to emulate his methods, especially as a starting point.
But, true to the ethos of his time, Mozart would have also expected you to be yourself. He may very well have applauded the jazzy
improvisations in Chick Corea’s recent recording of the K. 466
and K. 488 concertos!

Dr. Arthur Houle is founder and director of the annual
International Festival for Creative Pianists, open to all pianists up
to age 18 or grade 12. He has taught at the New England and
Boston Conservatories, the Universities of Iowa, North Dakota
and Texas-Austin and, most recently, as associate professor at
Albertson College. For more information on teaching improvisation, visit www.pianofestival.org ❙❙❙

